A topological space S is separable means that some countable subset of S is dense in S. A subset T of a topological space is separable means that F has a countable subset which is dense in F. In view of the importance of this property, it is natural to inquire about conditions under which a space is separable. In this paper we shall discuss such conditions for metric spaces onlyi1).
The following theorems give a few of the known conditions for separability Theorem 1.1 (Alexandroff [1] (2)). If a connected metric space S is locally separable^3), then S is separable. Theorem 1.2 (Jones [3] ). If a connected, locally connected^), metric space S is locally peripherally separable(5), then S is separable. Theorem 1.3 (Jones (6) ). If a connected, locally peripherally connected^), metric space S is locally peripherally separable, then S is separable. Theorem 1.3 is a special case of Theorem 1.2, because every connected and locally peripherally connected space is locally connected. However, we shall see that the particular phrasing of Theorem 1.3 leads to an interesting generalization.
As a measure of the sharpness of the above conditions we have the following example.
Received by the editors January 23, 1968 and, in revised form, May 7, 1969 . O For separability of spaces not necessarily metric, see [2] , (2) Numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography. (3) A space is locally separable at a point p means that if U is an open set containing p then U has an open subset V which contains p and which is separable. A space is locally separable means that the space is locally separable at each point in the space. Henceforth, if p is a local property then a space will be understood to have that property if it has it at each of its points.
(4) A space is locally connected at a point p means that if U is an open set containing p then U has an open subset V which contains p and which is connected.
(5) A space is locally peripherally separable at a point p means that if U is an open set containing p then U has an open subset V which contains p and whose boundary is separable. (8) This is an unpublished theorem of F. B. Jones.
A space is locally peripherally connected at a point p means that if U is an open set containing p then U has an open subset which contains p and whose boundary is connected. Theorem 1.4 (Treybig [10] ). There is a connected metric space S such that (1) S is semi-locally-connectediB), (2) S is locally peripherally separable, ( 3) every pair of points in S belongs to a separable continuumi9), (4) ifiT={p | S is not locally separable at p}, then T is separable, (5) but S is not separable.
The purpose of this paper is to display what is perhaps the main theme underlying the above results ; that is, the separability of certain subsets together with the interplay between various connectedness conditions and existence of appropriate separating(10) sets lead to the separability of the whole space.
In Part II, we give an example of a space which includes Theorem 1.4 and which provides counterexamples to many plausible conjectures in this area. This is also an example of a locally peripherally compact, connected, metrizable space which is not separable which answers a question in [4, p. 122] .
In Part III, we investigate a question that arises from Theorem 1.4; namely, suppose that the hypothesis of Theorem 1.1 is satisfied by all points except those in a set T, what conditions on T will guarantee the separability of the whole space ? Theorem 1.4 states that separability of £ is not enough. Also we consider the case where, in the above question, the hypothesis of Theorem 1.1 is replaced by the hypothesis of Theorem 1.2.
Part IV contains conditions for separability parallel to those in Theorems 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3. First we consider spaces which are not necessarily locally connected and give conditions for separability which avoid local properties as much as possible. In the latter part of this section we restrict our attention to the locally connected spaces. Here we find a generalization of Theorem 1.2 which may be the best possible along these lines.
The relations between separability as described in the first paragraph and some of the stronger forms of separability are given by the following theorems. We shall use these well-known properties throughout the rest*of the paper. Theorem 1.5. A separable metric space is hereditarily separable^). Theorem 1.6. For a metric space the following two statements are equivalent. (i) The space is separable, (ii) The space is perfectly separable!^2). (8) A space S is semi-locally-connected at a point p means that if U is an open set containing p then U has an open subset V which contains p and S-U intersects at most finitely many components of S-V.
(9) A continuum is a closed and connected point-set.
(10) A set T is a separating set of a set S means that T is a subset of S, S is connected, but 5-ris not connected.
(") A space is hereditarily separable means that every subset of the space is separable.
(12) A space is perfectly separable means that every collection of open sets, whose sum is the whole space, has a countable subcollection whose sum is also the whole space.
Part II. An Example 1. The description of the space. We denote by T the space that will be described here. First we give a rough description of T. We shall use the three figures given in this chapter. The legends for these figures may be ignored for the present.
A. Take a rectangle plus its interior, with height 4 units and width 1 unit, and remove the bottom edge of this rectangle.
B. Take an infinite sequence of congruent rectangles converging to the first rectangle in the manner shown in Figure I , only the points in a subrectangle, with height 1 unit and width 1 unit, of the first rectangle being limit points of the infinite sequence of rectangles. One can visualize the first rectangle as standing upright, in the 3-dimensional Euclidean space, on its removed edge, and the sequence of rectangles, congruent and parallel to the first one but lowered by 3 units, converging to the first one.
C. Now repeat the process, using each of the rectangles in the sequence of rectangles as the first rectangle and for it getting a new sequence of rectangles.
D. Continue this process a countable number of times. E. For each sequence s of positive integers, with s(l)=l, we have an unique way of descending down this pyramid of rectangles; start with the topmost rectangle, go to the i(2)th one in the sequence of rectangles converging to the first one, go to the i(3)th rectangle in the sequence of rectangles converging to the one chosen immediately before, and so on. See Figure III . So we can imagine that we put a point at the end of every path, going one level at a time, down the pyramid of rectangles, and label this point by the sequence of positive integers describing the path. Let us call these points the base points.
F. Make uncountably many copies of the whole structure described in A-E, one for each number in (0, 1).
G. Put these copies together along their base points, identifying each base point in one of these copies with its congruent base point in the rest of the copies. Thus we can think of each copy as a leaf of a book, with these leaves being held together by the base points acting as a hinge.
H. Now we describe a special "leaf" (corresponding to the number 1 in the later description). Consider Figure II , and imagine that each of the lower rectangles is attached to the higher rectangle along the horizontal line with height 1 unit of the PRABIR ROY [May higher rectangle and the upper edge of the lower rectangles. Now proceed as in C andD.
J. Define the base points for this structure as in E. K. Attach this particular leaf to the others along its base points as described inG.
The topology for F is the obvious one suggested by the above description. It should be noted that the "leaves" are "far" from each other, except of course at their base points. Also, for a rectangle and a sequence of rectangles converging to the first one (see Figure I) , the lower ends of the converging rectangles are "far" from each other. Now we shall describe the points in F more carefully. Let p be a point in F if either (i) p is an ordered triplet {px ; p2 ; p3} where (2.1) px is an ordered real number pair {pxx,pX2} such that 0<pxx^l, and pX2 is a positive integer, (2.2) p2 is a sequence {p2il), p2(2),..., p2ipx2)} of positive integers with/?2(l) = 1, and (2.3) p3 is a complex number such that 0 ^ Re ip3) S 1, and 0 < Im ip3) g 4,
where Im ip3) is allowed to equal 4 only in case pxx+ 1, or (ii) p is an ordered pair {Pi\p2} where (2.4) px is an ordered pair {pxx,px2} such that/?11 = 0, and px2 = oe, and (2.5) p2 is an infinite simple sequence {/>2(l),p2(2),...} of positive integers with P2Íl)=l-Let U be a region(13) only in case there is a point p and a positive integer n such that (2.6) ifpxx>0 and Im(/>3)>1, then U = {q\qi = Pi;q2 = P2\ \q*~Pz\ < min{l/n, Im(p3)-1}}, (2.7) if 0 <pxx < 1 and Im ip3) ^ 1, then U = {q\qx = px;q2 = p2, \q3-p3\ < 1/"} +{?l?u = />u;?i2 = P12+i ; g2(j) = p2(j) for j = i,...,Pi2; 02(012) ^ n; \q3~ip3 + 3)\ < Ijn}, (2.8) if pxx = 1 and Im ip3) = 1, then U = {q \qx = px;q2 = P2, \q*-Pz\ < 1/«} +{q I qn = Pn\qi2 -Pi2+1 ;q2(j) = p2(j) for/ = 1,.. .,px2;
|?3-0>a + 3)| < I/«}, (2.9) if pxx = 1 and Im ip3) < 1, then U = {q | ?! = Pu q2 -p2; \q3-Pa\ < min {Ijn, 1 -Im ip3)}} +{q I in = Pn', 012 = Pi2+1 ; 02O') -P2(j) for/ = 1,.. .,pX2;
02(012) ^ n; |03-(p3 + 3)| < min{l/n, l-Im(/>3)}}, Such an U will be called the open disc with center p and radius 1 \n, and will be denoted by Fi;n(/?).
Let G be a simple sequence of collections of regions such that if n is a positive integer then a region U is in Gn only in case the radius of U is less than or equal to 1/n.
The following figures are intended to elucidate the space T. Figure I illustrates a basic unit of construction (corresponding to the sequence s) in a "leaf" (corresponding to the number r#l) in the space T. The "leaf" is {p\Pn = r}.
__J t_A b. A={p\p = {{r,j};{s};p3}}, B = {p\p = {{r,j+l};{sil),...,sij), k};p3}}, C={p | P = {{r,j+ l}; {sil),. ..,sij), l};p3}}, D={p\p={{r,j+2};{sil),...,sij),k,m + l};p3}}, E={p \p={{r,j+2};{sil),. ..,s(J), k, m};p3}}, F={p \P={{r,j+2}; {sil),. ..,s(J), k, l};p3}}, H={p\p = {{r,j+2};{sil),...,sij),l,n+l};p3}}, J={P I P={{r,j+2};{sil),. ..,sij), 1, n};p3}}, K={p\p = {{r,j+2};{sil),.. .,s(J), I, l};pa}}, C. a = {{0, co}; {a2(l) = j(l), ..., cc2ij) = sij), a2(/ + l) = k, a2ij+2) = m+l,.
. Figure III illustrates the relation between a "leaf," corresponding to some number r in (0, 1], and the set {p \ pxx=0}. This set plays the role of a "hinge" for the uncountably many "leaves," one for each number in (0, 1]. The "leaves" corresponding to numbers in (0, 1) are copies of each other. The "leaf" corresponding to 1 is the only connected "leaf," and this leaf, together with the set ÍP I Pn=0} connects up the various rectangles in the other "leaves."
2. Properties of the space. Some of the properties listed below can be proved in a straightforward manner and are indeed clear from the pictures given above.
(2.11) The space T is a topological space. (2. 12) The space F is regular. 15) The space F is metric. This follows from (2.12), (2.13), and (2.14), which states that F satisfies the hypothesis of a metrization theorem due to R. L. Moore. This theorem can be found as the last theorem in [5] . (2. 16) The space F is complete(14). We modify the regions to the following extent: in (2.7), \q3-p3\ <min {Ijn, Im ip3)j2} for the first set and \q3~ip3 + 3)\ <min {1/«, Im ip3)j2} for the second set; and in (2.9) \q3-p3\ < min {Ijn, l -Im ip3), Im ip3)j2} for the first set and \q3~ip3 + 2)\ <min {Ijn, 1 -Im ip3), Im ip3)j2} for the second (14) A topological space is complete means that there is a monotone decreasing simple sequence G of coverings (a covering is a collection of regions whose sum is the space) of T such that (i) if U is an open set containing a point p then there is a positive integer n so that every member of G", which contains p, lies in U, (such a G is called a development for F), and (ii) if C is a monotone decreasing sequence of closed sets so that C" is contained in some member of Gn for each positive integer n, then YJ" Cn # 0.
set. Now defining G' in the same manner as G but by using the new regions, we get a development of F as needed to show completeness.
(2.17) If p is a point with pxx = 0, then F is locally connected at p. Let n be a positive integer and consider Rxin(p)-Let 1" = Ri,n(p)-{q\qn = 1} = {q I in = 1;<7i2 = n;q2(j) = p2(j) forj = 1,..., n}.
Let X=X'-Rxln(p). Clearly, X=>X' and X=>Rlln(p)-{q | ?u=0}. Also the set A' is connected because A" is connected. Now suppose that Rxin(p) is not connected. Let H and K be two mutually separate(15) sets such that H+K= Rlln(p). Suppose that K=>X and « is a point in H{q | 0<^u<l}.
But {q \ qx=Ux',q2 = u2} is connected and is contained in F1/n(/?), hence it is contained in H. Since H is open, H contains a point in each of all but at most finitely many of the sets {Ym | m is a positive integer; Ym = {q | qxx = Uxx;qx2 = u12+l;q2(j) = u2(j) for j=l,..., ul2;
<72(<7i2) = m}}, and since each of these sets is connected, H contains all but at most finitely many of these sets. Proceeding in this manner we conclude that there is a point v with Dn = 0 such that v is a limit point of H. This contradicts our assumption that Rxin(p) is not connected. (2.22) The space F is locally remotely connected(18). The removal of sufficiently small regions from F does not affect the argument in (2.17). So F is also semilocally-connected .
(2.23) No countable set of points separates F. We observe that the set Hin (2.17) (15) Two sets H and K are mutually separate means that neither contains a point nor a limit point of the other.
(16) A set is compact means that every infinite subset has a limit point. Note that a compact set is not necessarily closed.
(17) A space is locally peripherally compact at a point p means that if U is an open set containing p then U has an open subset V which contains p and whose boundary is compact.
(le) A space is locally remotely connected at a point p means that if U is an open set containing p then U has an open subset which contains p and whose complement is connected.
has uncountably many points in {p | /?n = 0} as its limit points. This observation, together with the structure of F elsewhere, implies that the removal of a countable set will not affect the argument in (2.17).
(2.24) The set {p \ Pxx = 0} is separable. The set {p I Fu = 0; for some positive integer n, p2(n) = p2(m) for man} is a countable dense subset of {p \ pxx=0}.
(2.25) If p and q are two points in F, then there is a separable continuum which contains both p and q. Let By an argument similar to that in (2.17) we can show that X is connected. Clearly X is closed and separable. Hence, A" is a separable continuum containing p and q.
(2.26) If p and q are points in F, then there is a separable continuum which separates p from q. We shall discuss only the two difficult cases here. Case 1. Suppose that 0<pxx=qix< F />2=<72> and each of Im (p3) and Im (q3) is less than or equal to 1, that is, we have the following:
Let C be a set as in the figure, namely, a circle or an arc of a circle, lying in the rectangle with height 2, and separating p from q in that rectangle, and a vertical line segment, missing/1 and q, intersecting the first set only at an end point, running to a point u (not in F) at the bottom of the rectangle. We shall consider this point u as a point in the complex plane, with the location of u being determined by the imbedding in the complex plane of the rectangle in concern. Let X = C+{v | Vu = Fnî»ia = Pi2 + l\v2(j) = p2(j) forj = 1,. ..,p12;
if Im (v3) > 3, then v3 is in C+3/, if lm(v3) ^ 3, then Re^) = Re(«)} + {v | Vxx =--Pxi\ v12 > Px2+l; v2(j) = p2(j) forj = 1,.. .,pi2;
Re (v3) = Re (u)}.
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Let Y= X+{v | Du = 0 or vxx = I}. The closed set Y can be shown to be connected by an argument similar to that in (2.17). Y is separable because each of the sets whose sum is Fis separable. So, Y is a separable continuum which clearly separates p from q.
Case 2. pxx=qxx = l, p2 = q2, and each of Im ip3) and Im(^3) is less than or equal to 1. In this case we have a situation similar to that in Case 1, with the obvious differences. Define C as in Case 1. If C-{d | vx=px; v2=p2; Im (d3) = 1}^0, let C' = C. If C-{d I vx=px; v2=p2; Im (d3) = 1}=0, let C' = C+{a closed vertical line segment, missing q, intersecting C only at one of its end points, and intersecting {d I vx=px; v2=p2; Im (d3)= 1} only at its other end point}. Define A'as in Case 1, replacing C by C. Now A" is a separable continuum which clearly separates p from q. (2. 27) The space F is not separable. Summarizing the properties of F, we have the following theorem: Theorem 2.1. There is a connected metric space F such that (1) r is locally remotely connected, (2) T is locally peripherally compact, (3) Every pair of points in F belongs to a separable continuum, (4) If £= {p | T is not locally compact at p} then T is separable, (5) T is locally connected and locally peripherally connected at each point in T, (6) Every pair of points in F are separated by a separable continuum, (7) No countable set of points separates F, but (8) T is not separable.
Part III. Sets of Exceptional Points 1. Sets exceptional with regard to local separability. In Theorem 1.1 it is assumed that the space is locally separable at each point. It is then natural to inquire for conditions on a subset £ of a connected metric space S which would imply separability of S, provided that S is locally separable at each point in S-T. It is highly plausible that separability of £ together with local peripheral separability of S at each point in T will be sufficient. That this is not the case is demonstrated by the space I\ In fact, the space F shows that even if we demand that S be locally compact at each point in S-Tand locally peripherally compact at each point in £ and demand that £ be separable, we cannot conclude that S is separable. One of the directions in which a solution seems possible is to require that the exceptional set T be separable and behave like a point. This point-like behavior takes various forms both in this section and in the next.
If each of p and 0 is a point in a metric space then dip, q) denotes the distance between p and q. If p is a point in a metric space and risa positive number then Drip) denotes the open disc with center p and radius r. If U is a subset of a metric space and the distances between pairs of points in U is bounded, then the least such bound is called the diameter of U. If C is a collection of sets then C* denotes the set which is the sum of all the sets in C.
Lemma 3.1. IfU is an open subset of a connected metric space S such that (i) Ui= S, (ii) S is locally separable at each point inS-U, and (iii) U Is peripherally separable^), then S-U is separable.
Proof. For each point p in S-U, let y(p) be the greatest number 8 not greater than 1 such that D6(p) is separable. The set Dv(p)(p) is separable for each point p in S-U. Let B be the boundary of U and let C be a countable subcollection of {Dy(p)(p) | p in B} such that C covers B. This we can do by Theorem 1.6. Let Ex be a countable dense subset of C*, and for each positive integer n, let Fn + 1 be a countable dense subset of J.peE" L>y(p)(p)-Let F=(S-c7)2"-i Fn. The set Fis countable and B<=F<=(S-U). Suppose that F^(S-U), that is F+ U^S. Let q be a boundary point of the closed set (F+ If). Since U is open, q is in S-U. Let r be a point in F such that d(q, r) < y(q)¡2. It follows that q e Dy(g)/2(F)c Dy(q)(q). Therefore Dyiq)¡2(r) is separable, which implies that y(q)/2^y(r).
Hence q e Dyir)(r) c(F+i/).
Then q cannot be a boundary point of F+U. So F+U=S, that is F= S-U. Thus we have that S-U is separable.
Definition 3.1. A metric space S is locally peripherally separable about a subset T means that there is a simple sequence {Ux => U2 => U3 ■ ■ ■} of peripherally separable open sets such that if n is a positive integer, then F<= F/n<=2fcr L>un(t)-Theorem 3.1. If T is a subset of a connected metric space S such that (i) S is locally separable at each point in S-T, (ii) S is locally peripherally separable about T, and (iii) F is separable, then the space S is separable.
Proof. We assume that F is not dense in S, because otherwise S is obviously separable. Let {Ux => t/2=> F/3=> • • •} be a simple sequence of peripherally separable open sets such that if n is a positive integer, then Un^S and T<= Un<^~2.teT F)1/n(r). Now we observe that S = 2 (S-Un) + fl Un and fj C7B -= f. n=l n=l n-1 By Lemma 3.1, S-Un is separable for each positive integer n. Because Fis separable, F is separable, and hence, \~íñ=i Un is separable. Since the sum of countably many separable sets is separable, we have that S is separable. The hypothesis of Theorem 3.1 involves the behavior of S with respect to the set F as a whole. We now give a condition which deals with only the behavior of S at each point in F. C is an open covering of T such that C contains a local basis(21) for each point in T, then C has a subcollection £ which covers T and if « is a positive integer then at most finitely many members of £ have diameters greater than Ijn.
Theorem 3.2. If T is a subset of a connected metric space S such that (i) S is locally separable at each point in S-T, (ii) S is locally peripherally separable at each point in T, and (iii) £ has property A, then S is separable.
Proof. The set £is clearly separable. We assume that £is not dense in S, because otherwise S is obviously separable. Let M be a positive integer such that 2 DXIMit) * S. Suppose that A is a positive integer. Clearly, UN^ S. Let B be the boundary of UN and let C be the sum of the boundaries of members of YN. Since YN is a countable collection and the boundary of each member of YN is separable, C is separable. If £ is a subset of C then B is obviously separable. Suppose that B is not a subset of C. Let q be a point in B such that q is not in C. We shall show that 0 is a limit point of C. Let j be a positive integer. There are at most finitely many members of Tv with diameters greater than 1/2/. Since q is not in C, we can let k be a positive integer with Ijk < 1/4/ such that if Z is a member of YN with diameter greater than 1/2/, then Dxlkiq)-Z=0. Let r be a point in UN such that diq, r)< Ilk, and let W be a member of YN such that r belongs to W. The diameter of W is less than or equal to 1/2/ Therefore, W<^ D3liiiq), and W<^ DX/jiq). Hence, DXh{q) contains a point of C. This proves that q is a limit point of C. Now we can conclude that B<=C, which means that B is separable. Thus, for each positive integer n, Un is an open set with a separable boundary, and T<=Un<=:^teT Dxin(t), that is, S is locally peripherally separable about F. It follows then, by Theorem 3.1, that 5 is separable.
The next theorem is an interesting special case of Theorem 3.2.
Theorem 3.3. If T is a subset of a connected metric space S such that (i) S is locally separable at each point in S-T (ii) S is locally peripherally separable at each point in T, and (iii) T is the sum of countably many compact sets, then S is separable.
Proof. Let {Cl5 C2, C3,...} be a sequence of compact sets such that F=2"=i Cn. Let T' = 2"= i C". Suppose that F is an open covering of T' such that E contains a local basis for each point in 7". For each positive integer n let Fn be a finite subcollection of {H \ He E and the diameter of H is less than 1/n} such that F" covers C" (this can be done because C" is a closed and compact set). It follows that 2"= i F" is a subcollection of F such that if m is a positive integer, at most finitely many members of 2"=i F" have diameters greater than l\m. Thus T has property A. Now, by Theorem 3.2, 5 is separable.
A corollary to Theorem 3.3 is the following theorem. Theorem 3.4 (Treybig [11] ). If T is a subset of a connected metric space S such that (i) S is locally separable at each point in S-T, (ii) S is locally peripherally separable at each point in T, and (iii) Tis countable, then S is separable.
The conditions on the exceptional set F in the above theorems involved separability conditions on the space S near the set F. We now give a similar condition on F where the separability conditions on S near F are replaced by a connectedness property of S near F. Fez Un c 2 Dim(t). ' teT Theorem 3.5. If T is a subset of a connected metric space S such that (i) S is locally separable at each point in S-T, (ii) 5 is locally peripherally sigma-connected about T, and (iii) F is separable, then S is separable.
Proof. Let {F/^ U2^> F/3=> • • •} be a sequence as described in Definition 3.3. Let n be a positive integer, B the boundary of Un, and C be the countable set of connected sets such that B=C*. Let F be a member of C. Since E^S-T, we have that S is locally separable at each point in F. Hence, by Theorems 1.1 and 1.5, the set E is separable. Thus, each member of C is separable. It follows that, since C is (22) A set is peripherally sigma-connected means that the boundary of the set is the sum of at most countably many connected sets. countable, C* = B is separable. Therefore Um is peripherally separable for each positive integer m, that is, S is locally peripherally separable about T. Now, by Theorem 3.1, we have that S is separable.
2. Sets exceptional with regard to local connectedness. The problem suggested by Theorem 1.1 and studied in the preceding section has an analogue which is suggested by Theorem 1.2. Here we seek conditions on a subset £of a connected metric space 5 which would imply the separability of S, provided that 51 is locally connected and locally peripherally separable at each point in 5-T. In this case the answer is more direct than in the previous situation.
IfiU is an open subset of a connected metric space S such that (i) £// S, (ii) S is locally connected and locally peripherally separable at each point in S-U, and (iii) U is peripherally separable, then S-U is separable.
Proof. For each point p in S-U and each positive integer n, let yip, n) be the least positive integer 8 for which there is a peripherally separable open set V such that Dxl6ip)cz Vcz Dxlnip), and let Vip, n) be a peripherally separable open set such that Dxly(p.n)ip)^ Vip, n)<=Dxlnip). Let £ be the boundary of U, and let C be a countable dense subset of B. Let Ex be a countable dense subset of 2Pec 2r=i {Boundary of Vip, n)}, and if m is a positive integer, let £m + 1 be a countable dense subset of 2p£Bm 2r=i (Boundary of Vip, n)}.
Let F=iS-U)-1n = i En. Clearly, £is countable and Scfc(5_ ¡j). Hence F+ U is a closed set. Assume that F^S-U, that is, S^F+U. The set S-{F+U) is an open set, and each component of S-iF+U) is an open set, because 5 is locally connected at each point in S-U. Let £ be a component of 5 -(£+ U), and let q be a boundary point of H. The point q belongs to £. Let j be a positive integer such that Dviiq) does not contain H. Let r be a point in £ such that diq, r)< Ißyiq, 4j). We then have the following relations: q + r c Dmriq §ii)ir) <= DXMq,miq) e Viq, 4j) c Dmiiq) <= Dmfr) c Dxliiq).
It then follows from the definition of yip, n) that y(r, 2j) g 2yiq, 4j), which implies, by the definition of Vip, n), that q belongs to Vir, 2j). Also from the above relations it is clear that K(r, 2/) does not contain H. So, we have that the connected set H intersects both the open set Vir, 2j) and its complement. Hence, H contains a boundary point of F(r, 2j). But every boundary point of F(r, 2/) belongs to £. So, H contains a'point of £ and, hence, H cannot be a subset of S-iF+U).
Therefore, S = F+ U, that is, F=S-U. Thus, we have that S-U is separable. Theorem 3.6. If T is a subset of a connected metric space S such that (i) S is locally connected and locally peripherally separable at each point in S-T, (ii) 5 is locally peripherally separable at each point in T, and (iii) T is separable, then S is separable.
Proof. We assume that F is not dense in S, because otherwise S is obviously separable. Let M be a positive integer such that S# 2tsr Oi/m(0-Let Xx = a collection to which Z belongs only in case Z is a peripherally separable open set and there is a point t in F such that t e Zc F)1/M(F), (clearly, Xx is an open covering of F), Yy = a countable subcollection of Xx such that Yx covers F, and Uy= Ff. If n is a positive integer, let
Xn + x = a collection to which A belongs only in case Z is a peripherally separable open set and there is a point t in F such that t e Z<= í/n-Z)1/M + n(i), (clearly, Xn + 1 is an open covering of F), Fn + 1 = a countable subcollection of Xn + 1 such that Yn + 1 covers F, and Un + 1= Y£+1. Now we observe that S = f (S-Un) + f\ Un and fj £/" «= f.
Since F is separable, F]"=1 i/" is separable. We shall now show that S-Un is separable for each positive integer n. Suppose that N is a positive integer. Since UN^S, we can let B be the boundary of UN, and let C be the sum of the boundaries of members of YN. Since each member of YN is peripherally separable and YN is a countable collection, C is separable. If S is a subset of C, then B is clearly separable. Assume that B is not a subset of C and let q be a point in B which is not in C. We shall show that q is a limit point of C. Let j be a positive integer. Because S is locally connected at each point in B, we can let F be a connected open set such that q e £c Dxij(q). Let r be a point of UN in F and let IF be a member of YN such that W contains r. Now F is a connected set which contains the point r in the open set W and which contains the point q in the complement of W. Hence, E contains a point in the boundary of W, that is, DX\j(q) contains a point in C. Therefore, q is a limit point of C. This shows that B<= C, which implies that B, the boundary of UN, is separable. Therefore, by Lemma 3.2, S-UN is separable. Hence, S-Un is separable for each positive integer n. Thus, we have that the space S is separable. The next theorem gives an apparent weakening of condition (i) in Theorem 3.6.
Theorem 3.7. If T is a subset of a connected metric space S such that (i) S is connected im kleinen(23) and locally peripherally separable at each point in S-T, (ii) S is locally peripherally separable at each point in T, and (iii) F is separable, then S is separable.
Proof. Consider the case where TV S, because otherwise it is obvious that S is separable. If a space is connected im kleinen at each point of an open set U then (23) A topological space S is connected im kleinen at a point p means that if U is an open set containing p then there is a continuum C and an open set V such that p e K<= C= U. Note that a space may be connected im kleinen at a point p without being locally connected at p. it is locally connected at each point of t/(24). Thus 5 is locally connected at each point in S-T. Now, by Theorem 3.6, with £ as the set of exceptional points, we have that S is separable.
The following theorem is another apparent weakening of condition (i) of Theorem 3.6. It is also a solution to a version of the main problem in this part, suggested by Theorem 1.3 and concerning sets exceptional with regard to locally peripheral connectedness.
Theorem 3.8. If T is a subset of a connected metric space S such that (i) 5 is locally peripherally connected and locally peripherally separable at each point in S-T, (ii) S is locally peripherally separable at each point in T, and (iii) T is separable, then S is separable.
Proof. Consider the case where £# S, for otherwise it is clear that 5 is separable. If a space is locally peripherally connected at each point of an open set U then it is locally connected at each point in f/(25). Thus S is locally connected at each point in S-T. Now, by Theorem 3.6, with £ as the set of exceptional points, we have that S is separable. Now, exactly as in the preceding section, we replace the separability behavior of S near £ by a connectedness property of S near T. Theorem 3.9. If T is a closed subset of a connected metric space S such that if) S is locally connected and locally peripherally separable at each point in S -T, (ii) S is locally peripherally sigma-connected about T, and (iii) T is separable, then S is separable.
Proof. Let {Ux=>U2=>f/3=> •• •} be a sequence as described in Definition 3.3. Let « be a positive integer, B be the boundary of Un. B has at most countably many components. Let C be a component of B. For each point p in C, let Vp be a connected open set containing/? such that T-Vp = 0. Since Vp + C is connected for each p in C, we have that W= 2peC Vp is a connected open set such that Ce W. The relative topology of W has the properties that W is locally connected and locally peripherally separable at each point in W. Hence, by Theorem 1.2, If is separable. Then, by Theorem 1.5, C is separable. Hence each of the countable components of B is separable. This implies that B is separable. Thus S is locally peripherally separable about T. Now, as in Theorem 3.6, we can show that S is separable.
3. Remarks and examples. As shown in Theorem 3.3, the sum of countably many closed and compact sets has property A. Clearly every set which has property A is separable. But there are separable sets which do not have property A. For example, in view of Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 2.1, the set, denoted by {p \ pxx = 0} in the space F described in Chapter II, is separable but does not have property A.
(") This is a well-known result. (25) This is a well-known result.
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The sharpness of the results in this part may be seen by the statement of Theorem 2.1. For instance, Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 suggest strongly that if at each point in a connected metric space, the space is either (i) locally separable, or (ii) locally peripherally separable and locally connected, then the space is separable. Theorem 2.1 shows that this is not the case. Theorem 3.2 seems to suggest that, in Theorem 3.5, one can replace the condition (ii) by (ii)' S is locally connected at each point in F, or by (ii)" S is locally peripherally connected at each point of F, and condition (iii) by (iii)' F has property A. That this is not the case can be seen by the following example:
Let S be a space made up of uncountably many copies of the unit square: {z | OgRe (z)^ 1, and 0^1m(z)¿l}, attached to each other along the interval {z | O^Re (z)^ 1 ; and Im (z) = 0}. Suppose that p and q are two points in S. If p and q are in the same square, the distance between p and q is \p-q\. Ifp and q are in different squares, the distance between p and q is p*-q.
The above space also serves as a counterexample to the proposition that the condition (ii) in Theorem 3.9 can be replaced by the condition (ii)' or by (ii)" above.
For Theorem 3.9, the words "locally connected" in condition (i) can be replaced by either "connected im kleinen" or "locally peripherally connected." The alterations in the proof of Theorem 3.9 required are exactly those in the proof of Theorem 3.6 as given for Theorems 3.7 and 3.8.
Part IV. Some General Conditions For Separability 1. The general situation. In this section we give some conditions for the separability of a metric space where it is not assumed that the space is locally connected. In a space S, a subset Fis said to separate two subsets U and F provided that there are mutually separate subsets H and K such that S-T=H+K, U^H, and V<=K.
Lemma 4.1. If T is a subset with property A of a metric space S and E is a subset of T such that ET=E, (that is, E is closed with respect to the relative topology of T), then E has property A.
Proof. Suppose that G is an open covering of E such that G contains a local basis for each point in E. For each point p in F-E, let Hp be an open set such that p e HP^S-E. This can be done because no point in T-E is a limit point of E. Let J be the collection of open sets to which Z belongs only in case Z is an open subset of Hp for some p in T-E. Clearly G+J is an open covering of F which contains a local basis for each point in T. Let K be a subcollection of G+J such that K covers F and if m is a positive integer then at most finitely many members of K have diameters greater than 1 ¡m. Since no member of J contains a point in £, GK covers £ and has the desired property that at most finitely many members of GK have diameters greater than a given positive number. Hence, £ has property A. Lemma 4.2. If S is a metric space such that for every two open subsets of S, there is a connected set with property A which intersects both the open sets, then every set with property A is contained in a connected set with property A.
Proof. For each two points p and q and each positive integer n, let A(/>, q, n) be a connected set with property A which intersects both DX!nip) and Dxlniq). Suppose that £ is a subset with property A of S. Let £, = a countable dense subset of T, and Fx = T+ J.v,aeEl 2™= i A(p, 0> "), and if m is a positive integer, let Em + X = a countable dense subset of Fm, and £m + i = £m + 2p,<!e£m + i 2"=i Hp,q,n). Let G = 2m=i Fm. Since G is the sum of countably many sets with property A, G has property A. Also /=2m=i Em is a countable set which is dense in G. We shall show that G is connected.
Suppose, on the contrary, that G is not connected. Let G = H+K, where H and K are two mutually separate sets. Let p be a point in H and q be a point in K. Let A be a positive integer such that H D1/Niq) = 0 and K-Dx¡NÍp) = 0. Now we can let p' and q' be points in J such that dip,p')< 1/2A, and diq,q')< 1/2A. It follows that A(//, q', 2A) is a connected subset of G, and hence is contained in either H or £. But this contradicts the fact that A(/?', q', 2A) intersects both DiiÁP) and Diis(q)-Hence, G is a connected set with property A and £c G. Proof. For each point p in S and each positive integer n, let yip, n) be the least positive integer S for which there is a peripherally separable open set V such that £1/ó(/7)c V^Dxlnip), and let Vip, n) be a peripherally separable open set such that Diir(p,n)(p)OE Vip, «)c Dxjnip). Let o be a point in S and let Xx = a countable dense subset of 2™=i {Boundary of Via, n)}, and if m is a positive integer, let Xm + X = a countable dense subset of 2pexm2?'=i {Boundary of Vip, n)}. Let T=2m = i XmClearly, Y is separable and 2per 2m = i {Boundary of Vip, «)} is a subset of Y.
We shall show that Y=S.
Suppose, on the contrary, that Y^S. Let r be a point in the open set S-Y, B be the boundary of S-Y,jbe a positive integer such that Dxh{r)B=0, and / be a point in B. By Lemma 4.2, we can let C be a connected set with property A such that C contains r and t. Let E=BC.
Since B is closed £<=£. Hence EC=E. Therefore, by Lemma 4.1, £ has property A. Suppose that/) is a point in £ and k is a positive integer greater than 2/. Let q be a point in Y such that dip, q) < l/2yip, 4k). Now we have p+q <= Dxl2yip.ik)iq) c Dlly(p,w(j>) <= F(/7, 4fc) <= Z>mfc(/>) c 2>i/ak(?) c £i/iÁ/>)-From the definition of y it follows that y(q, 2k) á 2y(p, 4k). Consequently, p e V(q, 2fc)c Dxiic(p). Therefore, we can choose a subcollection F of {V(q, n) | q e Y and n = a positive integer} such that F covers E, F contains a local basis for each point in E, and F*<= 2peB Dii2i(p)-Hence, r e S-F*. Since E has property A, we can let H be a subcollection of F such that H covers E and at most finitely many members of H have diameters greater than a given positive number. Let J be the boundary of H* and K be the sum of the boundaries of members of H. The argument in the second paragraph of the proof of Theorem 3.2 shows that J<^K^ Y. Let L = (S-Y) -H*.
Because the connected set C contains the point r in the open set L and the point t in the complement of L, we can let « be a point of the boundary of F such that u is in C. The point u belongs to Y+H*. But u is not in B, because every point in E=BC belongs to the open set H*. Consequently, u is not in Y and hence u is in H*. Then u is in J and therefore u is in Y. This is a contradiction. So we must have that S=Y. Thus, we have that S is separable.
As a corollary to Theorem 4.1, we get the following criterion for separability.
Theorem 4.2 (Treybig [7] ). If S is a connected metric space such that (i) S is locally peripherally separable and (ii) S is compact-continuum-wise connected^6), then S is separable. However, the above theorem of Treybig suggests the following condition for separability. Proof. For each two points p and q in S, let y(p, q) be the least positive integer 8 such that there is a separable closed set which separates Dxu(p) from Dxn(q), and let V(p, a) be a separable closed set which separates Dx/ylp,q)(p) from Dxiyip,")(q). Let p0 and q0 be two points in S, and let X0 = a countable dense subset of V(p0, q0), and if m is a nonnegative integer, then let
Xm + 1 = a countable dense subset of {2"#,exm V(p,q) + Xm). Let F=2m = o Xm.
Clearly, Y is countable. We shall show that S=Y.
Suppose that, on the contrary, 5# Y. Let r be a point in the open set S-Y, t be a point in Y, and y be a positive integer such that Dltj(r)-Y=0. For each positive integer n, let Cn be a compact continuum containing r and intersecting Dim+n(t).
(26) A space is compact-continuum-wise connected means that every two points in the space belong to a compact continuum.
If there is a positive integer n such that TC"#0; then let A be such a positive integer, £ be a component of CNiS-Y) such that £ contains r, and m be a boundary point(27) of S-Y such that u is in E. If y-Cn=0 for each positive integer n, then let u = t. Let w be a point in Y such that «# w, and for each positive integer n, let £n be a compact continuum containing r and intersecting £i,2j+n(w). If there is a positive integer n such that T£n#0; then let M be such a positive integer, J be the component of FMHS-Y) such that J contains r, and z be a boundary point of S-Y such that z is in J. If F-£n = 0 for each positive integer n, then let z = w. It follows that for any positive integer n, there is a connected set lying in S-Y which intersects both DXjniu) and Dxlniz). Let cr and v be points in Y such that ct e Dx/2y(u.z)iu) and 77 e £i/2v(u,2)(z), and let Q be a positive integer such that XQ contains both o and it. It follows that ue Dxl2yiUiZ)io)<^DXly{xlzXu) and ze£1/2y(11>2)(7r)c£1/y<u-z)(z). Hence, F(w, z) separates Dx,2Hu^io) from i/2y(u.2)('r). Then, by definition, y(<j, w) ^ 2y(w, z). Consequently, F(ct, 77) separates Dx¡2yiu,z)(a) from £i/2y<u,2)(77'), and hence K(a, w) separates m from z. Therefore F(cr, 7r) must contain a point of 5-F. But F(a, 7r)<= A^ + i^ Y. So it follows that Y contains a point in S-Y. This is clearly a contradiction. Hence, 5= T. Thus we have that S is separable.
The next theorem can be viewed as an extension of Theorem 1.3 and a theorem due to J. H. Roberts [7] , which he discovered in answer to a question of L. B. Treybig [12] . While obtained independently, the method of proof is somewhat similar to that of Roberts. First we need a lemma. Proof. Suppose that C is a continuum lying in a connected metric space S and let q be a point in C. Now let p be a point in S-C, and £ be a component of S-C containing p. Let n be a positive integer such that C-£1/n(/>)=0, and £ be a continuum lying in Dxinip) such that £ separates p from q. Then there are mutually separate open sets H and £ such that p e H, q e K, and H+K=S-F.
Since C is connected and qeC, K^C. Therefore, H+F^S-C.
We shall show that £t"+£is connected. Suppose, on the contrary, that £+£is not connected and let J and L be two mutually separate sets such that J+L=H+F.
Since £is connected, we can let £ => £. Now J has no limit point in £, nor in £. And, dually, £ has no limit point in /, nor does £. But S-J=K+L. It follows that S is the sum of two mutually separate sets / and £+£, that is, 5 is not connected. This is a contradiction. Hence, (27) See Theorem (10.1) on p. 15 of G. T. Whyburn [13] . The reader is cautioned that in that book the terms "compact" and "continuum" have stronger meanings than those used here.
(28) This is a well-known result. We include a proof only for the convenience of the reader. Theorem 4.4. If S is a connected metric space such that (i) no point separates S, (ii) ifip andq are two points in S, then every region containing p contains a continuum which separates p from q, (iii) there is a separable closed set which separates S, and (iv) every separable closed set which separates S contains two points which are separated by a separable closed set (this includes (i)), then the space S is separable^9).
Proof. For each two points p and q which are separated by a separable closed set, let y(p, q) be the least positive integer 8 such that Dx¡6(p) is separated from L>xid(q) by a separable closed set, and let V(p, q) be a separable closed set separating Dxiy(p,q)(p) from Dx,y(Piq,(q). Now let it be that A0 is a separable closed set which separates S (by (iii)), B0 is a set to which a point p belongs only in case p isin A0 and AQ contains a point q which is separated from p by a separable closed set (by (iv)), C0 is a countable dense subset of B0, E0 and F0 are functions such that for each point p in C0, E0(p) is a set to which a point q belongs only in case q is in A0 and q is separated from p by a separable closed set, and F0(p) is a countable dense subset of E0(p), and let G0 = A0 + ^peCo J.qeFo(p) V(p,q). Clearly G0 is separable. Furthermore, since A0<=G0, there are two points in G0 which are separated by a separable closed set. Hence, if n is a nonnegative integer, let An + 1 = Gn and define -Bn + i, Cn + 1, En + 1, Fn + 1, and G" + 1 in the appropriate mannei^Let H=2ñ=o K-
The set H is a separable closed set. We shall show that S=H. Suppose, on the contrary, that H^ S. in S -H which separated p from q. It follows that L n i/^0 and L n Jj^O, which contradicts the fact that J is a component of S -H. Hence K<^H n J, and so, K is a separable closed set which separates U from 5-U. Therefore, by (iv) K, and hence H nj, contains two points which are separated by a separable closed set. Hence we can let x and y be two points in H n J which are separated by a separable closed set. Let a0 and tt0 be points in H such that d(x, o0) < 1 ¡4y(x, y) and d(y, tt0) < lj4y(x,y) and N be a positive integer such that each of vQ and tt0 is in AN. It follows that V(x, y) separates a0 from tt0. Therefore, ct0 is in BN and we can let o-j be a point in CN such that d(o0, Ox) < l¡4y(x, y). Then V(x, y) separates ax from tt0.
(29) The theorem in its present form was suggested by the referee as being the proposition actually shown by a proof in the original draft. Though that is not the case, the theorem itself turns out to be true. I am most grateful to the referee for his acumen.
Therefore, -n0 is in ENiox) and we can let trx be a point in FNiox) such that din0, nx) < ll4yix,y). Now we have that* e Dxl2Hx,y)iox)cz DXMx¡y¿x), and y e Dx¡2yix.y)itTX) -Di/ru.joOOand Vix,y) separates Dxl2Hx<y¿px) from Dmy(x¡y)iwx). By definition, yi°i, «i)< 2y(x, y), and hence Viox, nx) separates DmHx¡y)iox) from Dxl2HXill)inx).
It follows that Vi<jx, ttx) separates x from y. Hence, Vi<jx, nx) contains a point in J, which contradicts the fact that Vi<jx, ttx)czGn<=H. Therefore, H=S. Thus we have that S is separable.
The next theorem follows from Theorem 4.4. Theorem 4.5 (Roberts [7] ). If S is a connected metric space such that (i) no point separates S, and (ii) if p and q are two points in S, then every region containing p contains a separable continuum which separates p from q, then the space S is separable.
2. The locally connected situation. In the preceding section we omitted the hypothesis of local connectedness. Here we inquire about possible generalizations of Theorem 1.2, where the hypothesis of local connectedness is assumed. Theorem 4.7 is such a generalization. Definition 4.1. A space S is countably-semi-locally-connected at a point p means that if U is an open set containing p then U has an open subset V which contains p and S-U intersects at most countably many components of S-V. Theorem 4.6. If S is a connected metric space such that if) S is countably-semilocally-connected at each point which separates S, (ii) 5 is locally connected, (iii) there is a nondegeneratei30) separable closed set which separates S, and (iv) every nondegenerate separable closed set which separates S contains two points which are separated by a separable closed set, then S is separable.
Proof. If p is a point and n is a positive integer, let a(/?, n) be the least positive integer 8-in case such a 8 exists-for which there is an open set W such that DXloip)<=W<= Dxlnip) and S-Dl:nip) intersects at most countably many components of 5-If-and in this case let Wip, n) be one such W so that D1/aip.n)ip) c Wip, n)<= Dxlnip), and let Zip, n) be a countable set which intersects each of the countable components of S-Wip, n) that S-Dxlnip) intersects. Clearly, if there is a point which separates S, oip, n) and Wip, n) can be defined for that p and any sufficiently large positive integer n. Define y, V, A0, B0, CQ, E0, £0, and G0 as in the proof of Theorem 4.4. Now let X0 = a countable dense subset of G0, and let T0 = G0 + 2Pex012=1 Zip, m), for those (/?, m) for which Z can be defined. The set Y0 is separable and Y0 contains some two points, for example in A0, which are separated by a separable closed set. Hence, if n is a nonnegative integer, let An + x=Yn, and define Bn+X, Cn + X, En+X, Fn + X, Gn+X, Xn + X, and Yn + X in the (30) A set is degenerate means that the set consists of only one point. A set is nondegenerate means that it is not degenerate. appropriate manner. Now letting H=^=o A\n, we have that H is a separable closed set. We shall show that H=S.
Suppose, on the contrary, that S^H. Let J be a component of the open set S-H, and K be the boundary of J. Since S is locally connected, J is an open set and KcH. Case 1. K consists of only one point p. It follows that p separates J from S -(J+p). Let n be a positive integer such that D1!n(p) does not contain J. Let r be a point in H such that d(p, r)< l¡4o(p, 4n), and N be a positive integer such that r e AN. Let t be a point in XN such that d(r, t) < l¡4o(p, 4n). We now have the Hence, by definition, o(t, 2n) ^ 2o(p, 4n). Also, ¿>i,2"(0 does not contain J. Let <7 be a point in J(S-F>1/2n(r)) and let F be the component of S-IF(r, 2n) such that q e T. Since p separates the open set J from S-(J+p), it must be that T<=J. Therefore, Z(t, 2n) contains a point of F, which contradicts the fact that Z(t, 2n) <=AN + 1<=H. Therefore H=S.
Case 2. The set K is nondegenerate. In this case an argument similar to that in the last paragraph of the proof of Theorem 4.4 shows that S=H.
Thus we have that the space S is a separable space. A simply stated, but quite general, corollary of Theorem 4.6 is the following condition for separability which appears in [10] . Theorem 4.7. If no point separates a connected, locally connected, metric space S, and every two points are separated by a separable closed set, then S is separable.
3. Remarks and examples. In Theorem 4.1 condition (ii) cannot be relaxed by requiring the connected set to be only separable. The space F in Part II shows this. Notice that the space F is also locally peripherally compact.
Condition (ii) in Theorem 4.3 does not necessarily imply that the space is compact-continuum-wise connected. The following is an example of a space which satisfies condition (ii) of Theorem 4.3, but is not compact-continuum-wise connected.
Let R be the set of rational numbers in The topology of the space is the relative plane topology.
We do not know whether in Theorem 4.4 the condition (i) can be replaced by the condition (i) in Theorem 4.6.
For a measure of the sharpness of the other theorems in this chapter, we again appeal to the space F described in Part II. It can be easily seen that many other attempts to weaken the conditions given in this chapter are defeated by the properties of the space F.
As an application of Theorem 4.7, one may observe that any metric space satisfying Axioms 0-4 of R. L. Moore's Foundations of point set theory [6] will be separable.
